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Language, Gencler and Culture - Student Version

In this module you will read three articles that describe the way that language embodies
cultural values and gender-based communication patterns. You will interrogate gender

norms and the ways social pressures enforce these norms. You will also consider how
norrns of behavior are enforces through language and social interaction and analyze the
ways that you have been silenced or witnessed others being silenced.

Items needed to complete the module:

. Articles Brooks, David. "Honor Code." New York Times 6 July 2012,
New York ed.: A23. Print.
Lorde, Audre. "Transformation of Silence into Language and
Action." The Cancer Journals. San Francisco: Spinsters/Aunt Lute,
1980. i8-23. Print.
Tannen, Deborah. "His Politeness Is Her Powerlessness." You
Just Don't Understand: Women and Men in Conversation. New
York: HarperCollins, 1990. 203-5. Print.

. Internet access
Butler, Judith. "phylosophe." YouTube. 23 Feb. 2007. Web. 8

Sept. 2012. <http ://www.youtube. com/watch?v:DLnv322x4tY>.

. Handouts:
Activity 1: Key Concepts
Activity 3: Introducing Key Vocabulary
Activity 4: Watch Butler Video and Respond
Activity 5: Connecting Texts and Their Authors
Activity 6: Annotations
Activity 8: Critical Thinking Questions
Activity i0: Double-Entry Journal

Instructions: Complete all of the activities on a separate piece of paper unless a handout
is provided. Label each activity so that it is easy for your teacher to check your work.

Activify 1: Key Concepts
See handout

Activity 2: Quickwrite
Choose two of the five topics below and write a response.

Quickwrite 1: Some people assert, that just one or two generations ago men
and women seemed to have more rigid codes for how to behave: for
example, men could be loud and assertive while women were expected to
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dress modestly arrd to use a "feminine" voice. Do you think these codes or
"rules" for male and fema,le behavior still hold true today? What
experiences alld obsenrations calL you point to as Support for your
position?

Quickwrite 2: Families have their own rules for how ma,le and female
members should ta,lk and behave. Think back to the advice you have heard
in your family or to the rules you have noticed family members foliowin$.
Describe your family's implicit (unspoken) or explicit (articulated) ruJes
about polite talk and behavior.

Quiclovrite 3: How d-o children and young adults learn what is "appropriate"
behavior, either in genera,l or for them aS boys al]d girls or young men and
women? What happens when ayoung person acts in Some way his or her
family or friend-s consid.er "not normaJ."? How is he or she treated? F,efer to
your own experiences and observations to support your points.

Quickwrite 4: Characlertze Some of the differences you have obserwed
between how American men and women $enerally waJk. What aspects of
walking behavior or style make a person's walk seem "femirtine" versus
"mascufifre"? (Consider Speed, size of stepS, camia4le of the shoulderS and
hips, gaze [focus of the eyes], etc.) Describe an example of anyindividuals
you've knornm whose watk could be characterized as tSpically "masculine"
or "feminine."

Quiclovrite 5: Based on your oram observatlons, how do American women
tlpically speak in their conversations? Consider volume and pitch of voice,
choice of words, body posture (open or closed), proximity or closeness to
ottrer speakers, $aze/eye contact, use of hand $estures while speaking, etc.
Now consider and describe the wayAmerican men t5picaily speak.

Activity 3: Introducing Key Vocabulary
See handout

Activify 4: Watch Butler Video and Respond

Access the video of Butler's interview at:
< http : /iranrvw. yo utu be. co mAryatc h ?v= D L nv3 22X4lY > .

Alternatively, go to the You Tube site and type v=DLnv322X4tY in the search box at the

top.

View the video twice: once to get a general idea of what Butler's sharing and a second

time to focus in on the words she chooses and emphasizes. The answer the following
questions (in writing):
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Though you may not know any examples as extreme as the one described by Butler,

have you seen or heard of familiar instances win which gender norns have been

enforced tluough violence or bullying?

How does this story deepen your understanding of the relationship between identity,

gender, and culture?

Activify 5: Connecting Texts and Their Authors
See handout

For each of the three following texts in this module (Brooks, Tannen, and Lorde),
examine the brief author biographies provided below before proceeding to the handout.

Judith Butler-This YouTube video clip is from an interview uploaded to YouTube in
2007.

Judith Butler is a Professor in the Deparlments of Rhetoric and Comparative Literature at

the University of California, Berkeley. She received her PhD in Philosophy from Yale

University. She is the author of many books, including Gender Trouble: Feminism and

the Subversion of Identity and Bodies That Matter: On the Discursive Limits of "Sex."

She is also active in gender and sexual politics and human rights, anti-war politics, and

Jewish Voice for Peace. She is presently the recipient of the Andrew Mellon Award for
Distinguished Academic Achievement in the Humanities.

David Brooks-"Honor Code" is an Op-Ed piece from The New York Times (2012).

David Brooks is a political and cultural commentator as well as a columnist for the New

York Times. He has written for numerous publications, including the Washington Times,

Wall Street Journal, Weekly Standard, Newsweek, and Atlantic Monthly. He graduated

from the University of Chicago with a degree in history and later taught at Duke

University in Public Policy. His books include Bobos in Paradise: The New Upper Class

and How They Got There (2000); On Paradise Drive: How We Live Now (And Always
Have) in the Future Tense (200\; and The Social Animal: The Hidden Sources of Love,

Character and Achievement (2011).

Deborah Tannen-"His Politeness Is Her Powerlessness" is excerpted from You Just

Don't Understand: Women and Men in Conversation (1990; 2001).

Deborah Tannen earned a PhD in Linguistics from the University of California, Berkeley.

She is Professor of Linguistics at Georgetown University and author of many books and

articles about how the language ofeveryday conversation affects relationships. She is

best known as author of You Just Don't Understand: Women and Men in Conversation,

which was on the New York Times best seller list for nearly four years. This book
brought gender differences in communication style to the forefront of public awareness.

Deborah Tannen is a frequent guest on television and radio, and she has written for many
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major newspapers and magazines, including the New York Times, Newsweek, Time,
USA Today, Washington Post, and People.

Audre Lorde-"The Transformation of Silence into Language and Action" is a speech

from her collection titled The Cancer Journals (1980).

Audre Lorde (1934-1992) earned a BA from Hunter College and an MA from Columbia
University in Library Science. The author of numerous collections of poetry and prose,

Lorde was deeply concerned with issues of class, tace, age, gender, and health,
particularly as they related to the experiences of women in the 1960's. A librarian, writer,
poet, teacher, feminist, and lesbian, Lorde won numerous awards, including a National
Endowment for the Arts grant and the American Llbru1' Association Gay Caucus Book
of the Year Award in 1981 for The Cancer Joumals. She died of liver cancer in1992.

Read "Honor Code" by David Brooks

Activity 6: Annotations
See handout

Read "His Politeness is Her Powerlessness" by Deborah Tannen

Activity 6, continued: Annotations
See handout

Read "The Transformation of Silence Into Language and Action
by Audre Lorde

Activity 6, continued: Annotations
See handout

Activity 7: Mapping the Organization Structure
For each ofthe readings, take a blue, red, or other brightly colored pen and do the
following:

. Draw a line across the page where the introduction ends. Is it after the first
paragraph, or are there several introductory paragraphs? Is it in the middle of a
paragraph? How do you know that the text has moved on from the introduction?

. Draw a line across the page where you think the conclusion begins. Is it the last

paragraph, or are there several concluding paragraphs? How does the author use

language, punctuation, and other features of text structure to indicate that the text
has reached the conclusion?
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. At the end of each section, speciry what the section says (content) and, then,

what it does (rhetorical purpose).

. At the end of the text, describe the overall content and purpose of the text.

Activity 8: Critical Thinking Questions
See handout

Activity 9: Create a Conversation Among Authors

Composing using another writer's voice and perspective helps us attend to the unique

way each writer puts words, sentences, and paragraphs together to convey his or her ideas

and persuade others. Choose two authors whose text you have read/viewed in this module

so far, and imagine a conversation that these authors might have together about the

relationships between language, gender, identity, andlor culture. You can write this piece

in one of three ways:

1) as a conversation between the authors

2) as if you are the host a radio or TV talk show interviewing these writers as your
guests

3) as a joumalist meeting these authors for an interview

Given what you know about their concerns based on your reading of their texts, try to
stay true to their authorial voices and stylistic choices as you write, imagining what they

might really want to talk about together.

Activify 10: Double-Entry Journal

See handout

Activity 11: EPT Essay

Schedule a time to meet with your teacher to complete the Timed Practice EPT. You will
have 15 minutes to plan and 45 minutes to plan and write an essay in response to the

articles. This essay will be scored using the EPT Rubric and is intended to mirror the

English Placement Test. The essay must be completed in front of a teacher or school

personnel.

Turn in your completed Module Packet when you meet with your teacher for the practice

EPT.
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Activity 1: Introducing Key Concepts

Without giving a lot of thought to these statements below, jot down an honest yes or no
response next to each one as you read it.

- I prefer it when people whisper around me.

- I prefer it when people look me in the eye when we talk.

- I like it most when I am taller than the person with whom I am speaking.

- I like to talk loudly at parlies.

- I appreciate when someone is at least a foot from me when we are in
conversation.

- I whisper more than I yell.

- I like to be the center of attention.

- I often wish I were more outspoken.

- I would consider myself a good communicator.

- I always know when someone is angry with me-even if they don,t say it.

- I can tell when someone is being dishonest.

- My facial expressions come across loud and clear to people.

- I find myself telling secrets with my friends a lot.

- I do not like to be in a crowd of people.

- I speak to people, but do not look at their faces when I talk.

- I stand close to people when we talk.

- I am more comfortable talking to one gender versus another.

- I have more friends of one gender than another.

- I spend a lot of time on the phone with my friends.

- My parents andlor other adults say I am too loud.

- My parents are affectionate with each other.

- I find my self with my hand on my hips when I talk to someone.

When you are done with this activity, write aparagraph explaining your preferred pattern
or mode of communication with others.
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Activity 3: Introducing Key Vocabulary

What does the term communication mean? Do a search of the word's origin,&istory. Then list what you

consider to be effective means of communication and ineffective means of communication. The terms can

be nouns, verbs, or adjectives (describing words). Use the following chart to help you organize your ideas.

Effective means of communication Ineffective means of communication

"I" messages

po\tte

whisperlng

conf'rontatlonaL
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Now, list words that describe or are associated with direct communication on the left side of the chart and

words that are associated with indirect communication on the right side. See examples.

For both of the above charts, add vocabulary -from the readings as you encounter new or
well-suited words or expressions on the topic of communication.

Direct communicatlon Indirect communication

demand.

straighLfomvard

gossip

eye-roL\ing
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Activity 5: Connecting Texts and Their Authors

Directions: Complete the prediction chart based on author bios and general text characteristics.

What prediction can you
make about this piece based
on its title?

What TYPE of text is this?
What predictions can you make
about the content or rhetorical
stance (the position the author
takes in relation to her/his
audience and tonic)?

llow might each author's
identity and gender influence
the text's language, content,
and/or purpose

Judith Butler

David Brooks

Deborah Tannen

Audre Lorde
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Directions: Complete the chart to make predictions about the authors' purposes and arguments.

What prediction can you
make about the text after
reading just the opening
paragraph?

What questions does the
opening paragraph raise for
your that you hope the reading
will answer?

Based on the first TWO
paragraphs of the texto what
can you infer about the
audience and purpose each
author seems to have imaeined?

David Brooks

Deborah Tannen

Audre Lorde



Activity 6: Annotations

ooHonor Code" by David Brooks

Looking back at the
predictions you made
based on the first two
paragraphs, which of
your predictions turned
out to be true?

What surprised you?

If your prediction was
inaccurate, what words
or phrases misled you?

What, if anything, about
this piece do you find
confusing?

Write a single statement
in your own words that
states Brooks's
argument?



"His Politeness is Her Powerlessness" by Deborah Tannen

Looking back at the
predictions you made

based on the first two
paragraphs, which of
your predictions turned
out to be true?

What surprised you?

If your prediction was
inaccurate, what words
or phrases misled you?

What, if anything, about
this piece do you find
confusing?

Write a single statement
in your own words that
states Tannen's
argument?



"The Transformation of Silence into Language and Action" by
Audre Lorde

Looking back at the
predictions you made

based on the first two
parugraphs, which of
your predictions turned
out to be true?

What surprised you?

If your prediction was
inaccurate, what words
or phrases misled you?

What, if anything, about
this piece do you find
confusing?

Write a single statement
in your own words that
states Lorde's argument?



Activity 8: Critical Thinking Questions

Questions about Logic (Logos)

1. What is Tannen claiming, specifically, about male and female behavior?

2. What is Brooks arguing? Is his argument limited to boys?

3. What is Lorde arguing? Does her argument apply to all people or only certain

subsets?
4. What evidence does Tannen offer to support her claims?
5. At what point does Brooks begin using evidence? How does he use that evidence?

6. What evidence does Lorde offer that can apply to anyone's situation and not just

her own?
l. How relevant and valid do you think the evidence is for all authors? How sound is

the reasoning?
8. What function does the Hal story serve in Brooks's argument?
9. What counterarguments has each author addressed?

10. Why does Tannen focus her discussion on women?
1 1. Why does Brooks focus his discussion on boys?
i2. What does Lorde achieve by identif ing an "enemy"?
13. How have each author's ideas developed over the course ofthe text?

Questions about the Writer (Ethos)

14. What can you infer about Tannen from her article?
15. Why does she refer both to her own research and the research of other authors?

16. What can you infer about Brooks from his article?
17. Why does he use a character from Shakespeare to make his point?
18. What can you infer about Lorde from her speech?

19. What personal event or crisis seems to have contributed to the urgency of her
ideas?

20. Based on what you read in her chapter, does Tannen have the appropriate
background to speak with authority on this subject?

21. Based on what you read in his article, does Brooks have the appropriate
background to speak with authority about educational policy?

22.What does each author do to appear knowledgeable?
23. Based on the biographies you read at the beginning of this module, does each

author have appropriate background to write with authority about these issues?

24.What does Tannen's style and language tell the reader about her?

25.What does Brooks's style and language tell the reader about him?
26. What does Lorde's style and language tell the listener about her?

27.Do the authors seem trustworthy? Why or why not?
28. Do the authors seem deceptive? Why or why not?
29.Do the authors appear to be treating the issue seriously? Which seems to be the

most serious?



Questions about Emotions (Pathos)

30. Does one of the three pieces affect you emotionally more than the other? Which
one? Which parts of the piece affect you? In what ways?

31. Do you think Tannen is trying to manipulate the readers' emotions? In what
ways? At what points?

32.Do you think Brooks is trying to manipulate the readers' emotions? In what
ways? At what points?

33. Do you think Lorde playing to readers' emotions? Why or why not?
34. Do your emotions conflict with your logical interpretation of any of the

arguments?
35. How does Brooks use humor or irony? How does that affect your acceptance of

his ideas?
36. Does Tannen use humor or irony? How does that affect your acceptance of her

ideas?
37. Why do you suspect the Lorde's speech is humorless? What affect does that

have on you as a listener/reader?
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Activity 10: Double-Sided Journal

Create a double-entry joumal, or a t-chart. Revisit your earlier annotations of the articles

and the articles themselves. Find examples in the texts in describe individuals defuing
(or potentially defying) language, gender, or cultural noffns (expectations) in specific

settings. Copy that portion of the text in the left column of your table. Remember to note

the author and page number of any example you take from one of your readings.

Make a few notes in the right column. What does it mean to you? Consider the

consequences and the significance of the action. Tell how you might use each example

when writing an essay on this topic. Do a total of four from at least fwo of the readings.

Example (quote) from Text Thoughts, Ideas, Comments

Example (quote) from Text Thoughts, fdeaso Comments
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